Star Pirates

(Background Summary)

	Star Pirates blends cyberpunk influences and philosophy with hard-science space combat, leavened with a measure of comedy that lightens the experience without cheapening it. Truly, something for everyone.

	Far in the future, a catastrophe dubbed the Starcrash has left the Earth a broken and uninhabitable husk. The only remaining humans, rendered otherwise immortal by nanotech "Regenabots", huddle in massive space stations, asteroid ports and other habitations under the watchful eye of the AI Council, a collective of artificial intelligences that installed themselves as humanity's caretakers decades ago.

	Humankind has reached a kind of immortality based on many medical advances, but mostly due to the too small to be seen “Regenabot”.  The regenabot is a type of nanobot capable of amazing healing abilities in the human body.  Even death is not final to the bot, as long as enough of the body can be found.  Even if the body can’t be found, human cloning and memory backups ensure individual humans march on; after a short stint in the hospital, that is.

 	Players take the role of Free Captains, essentially privateers with nebulous license to prey on each other – and indeed, almost anything not under the AI Council's direct protection. While they can undertake Mining jobs (ranging from Played Out Asteroid Claims to AI Advanced Scout), there are also Salvage Forays, Asteroid Belt and Deep Asteroid Belt forays available for fun and profit – or rather, for experience and cargo (the currency of SP). Players also form into fleets, discrete factions for mutual assistance and large-scale PvP battles.

	Starting with a sloop, Free Captains upgrade the sophistication and size of their spacecraft, collecting more and better parts (engines, shields, weapons, etc) and accumulating improved Research abilities, which they use to improve the base weapon, shield and engine ratings of their ships. They can also "hire" – or more accurately, stumble upon – specialist officers to temporarily improve their capabilities; Engineer, Shields Officer, Gunnery Officer and Tech Specialist.

	While energy is no longer a problem due to the futuristic technology, raw resources required by the nanotechnology for processing and reconstruction are in short supply and even higher demand. Nevertheless, the previously mentioned Regenabots will patch a defeated Free Captain and their spacecraft back together after a short delay in the nearest Shipyard.

(Reference Terms and Lists)
	(Because, hey! A big part of the charm is in the names and such...)

Stations:
 	Mars Station - "Mars Station is a thriving hub of power. There is a strong militia presence here under the rule of the Martian despot. Combat scanners and intercept strikers are everywhere - for now, an unstable peace rules here. "
 	Jupiter Station - "Jupiter station, residing on the moon of Ganymede, is prone to wild gravitational swings and is in an erratic orbit. Some of the long-term inhabitants refer to it as "circling the drain". Not very cheery."
 	Saturn Station - "Saturn Station, based on Saturn's moon of Titan, is surprisingly well maintained and almost clean."
 	Uranus Station - "This station is in severe disrepair due to the frequent uprisings. It is ironically (and suitably) named."
 	Neptune Station - "Neptune Station (based on the moon Triton - the coldest place in the Solar System) is completely overrun by pirates. Docking fees? Don't make me laugh. My guns might fire. Now get out of the way - unless you enjoy being raided. "
 	Lower Belt - "Hollowed into a sizable asteroid, the starport here is heavily protected with gravity casters - for safety against the unpredictable other asteroids and the even more unpredictable star pirates!"
 	Upper Belt - "Two grav-linked asteroids comprise this veritable star fortress. "
 	Pluto & Charon - "In 2119, Pluto and Charon were reclassified as a pair of binary dwarf planets in the Kuiper belt. Composed primarily of rock and ice, they are only a small fraction of the mass of the Earth's moon. Coupled with its highly eccentric / inclined orbit, this makes travel to the station here possible only for the most experienced navigators."

Major Corporations/Power Blocs:
	Assault Systems Inc.
	BlackJack's Casino Ltd.
	Celeb Idol News Corp.
	Clones etc. Ltd.
	D-fensive Systems Inc. 
	Fusion4u.com.ast Ltd. 
	Galactic Credit Bank Inc. 
	Snakehead Games Inc. 
	SREAG Incorp. 
	VicFrank's NuPets Inc. 
	Warped Rum Enterprises Inc. 

	The Sons of Earth (SoE): Formerly a peaceful organization dedicated to environmental ethics and caution towards technology, the SoE fell under the dominion of a eugenic/genetically-enhanced clone (the Son of Earth) and turned radically militant.
	Belt Pacifists: Well before the Starcrash, groups of like-minded individuals fled Earth and set up strings of colonies in the asteroid belt. Technologically advanced, they prefer to sit behind impenetrable forcefields and ignore the Star Pirates, with the exception of the odd revenged-minded Reformed Pacifist who WILL use their technology violently.

Ship Designs:
 	Restricted-Orbit Flight Laboratories "Sloop" class utility vessel
	Solar Transit Fabrication Utilities "Frigate" class cargo liner 
	Neptune Interplanetary Fleet & Ordnance Conglomerate "Cruiser" class gunboat 
	Warfare & Transport Facilities "Warship" class destroyer
	Rayburn Tactics, Freight and Mining "Dreadnaught" class battleship
	Free Terrans Wrath class "Behemoth"

Ship Components (Descriptions not included):
 	 Black Hole Generator 
 	 Class I Energy Shield 
 	 Class I Energy Technology 
 	 Class III Drive Unit 
 	 Class III Energy Shield 
 	 Class III Energy Technology 
 	 Class V Drive Unit 
 	 Class V Energy Shield 
 	 Class VI Stealth Drive 
 	 Class VII Drive Unit 
 	 Class VII Energy Shield 
 	 Class VIII Drive Unit 
 	 Class VIII Energy Shield 
 	 Class X Drive Unit 
 	 Class X Energy Shield 
 	 Cyberlink AI 
 	 Cyberpositronic AI 
 	 Depleted Uranium Plating 
 	 Efficient Cyberlink AI 
 	 Fusion Beam 
 	 Fusion Blaster Array 
 	 Gravitic Deflection Lens 
 	 Graviton Beam 
 	 Graviton Beam Array 
 	 Heavy Armor 
 	 Inertial Neutraliser 
 	 Ion Pulse Heavy Cannon 
	Laser Beam
 	 Linked Nanobot Casing 
 	 Mauler Array 
 	 Military Targeting Comp. 
 	 Neutron Emitter Array 
 	 Overamped Laser Battery 
 	 Phaser Emitter 
 	 Phaser Emitter Array 
 	 Plasma Cannon 
 	 Pulsar Beam 
 	 Reflective Field Dynamo 
 	 Signature Scrambler Circuit 
 	 Stealth Plating 
 	 Stealth Plating 
 	 Tritanium Armor 
 	 Xeortrium Armor 

Consumable Items (Descriptions not included):
 	 1805 Walkin Whisky
 	 AI Cycle Burst
 	 AI Data Crystal 
	Alpha Centauri Rum
 	 C.O.A.L.
 	 Crawler Cluster
 	 Diverter Mod
 	 Farcaster Integration Pack
 	 Finely Aged Alpha Centauri Rum
 	 KramBuck
 	 Large Bomb
 	 Letter of Marque
 	 Long-Use Computer Kludge
 	 Regenabot Summoner
 	 Roll of Duct Tape
 	 Slip Stream Drive
 	 Small Bomb
 	 Sunburst Chardonnay
 	 Venusian Bar
 	 Walkin Whisky Shot

(Universe FAQ)

Star Pirates: Brief History  (Full Timeline --> http://www.snakeheadgames.com/?page_id=207)
2142: automated regenerative robots (Regenabots) are invented that seek out and aggressively treat any ailing human. At last, immortality of a sort has been discovered on Earth - no longer does disease or age triumph over man. Within a year, the Regenabots are everywhere and briefly the Earth is a Utopia.

2165: Pressures of an unstoppable surge of population brings Earth to the brink of disaster. Earth is wracked by a series of devastating wars fought over control of diminished natural resources. Energy is not the issue - cool fusion and null-grav enerpile technology has solved that - the battle is over the last vestiges of near-exhausted mineral resources.

2174: With a population nearing 27 billion and no end of this growth in sight, democracy vanishes across the globe. When despotism causes near-collapse, the self-improving Regenabots intervene and assert authority.

2177: Humanity is presented with the options of enforced mass sterilization or leaving the planet and taking to a hard spacefarer's life. Freedom-seekers and those looking for families take to the stars and the Regenabots follow soon after trying to keep the space miners alive.

2182: The asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter is populated by orbiting habitable satellites called "StarPorts". They are crowded, unsanitary and dismal but capable of sustaining life in space. Under these harsh conditions, space miners begin "farcasting" mineral-rich asteroids to Earth by means of giant "gravity casters"".

2188: Starcrash Catastrophe - two of the giant rocks farcast to Earth collide and instead of going into an accessible orbit plunge as a super mass directly into the Tokyo harbor according to intercepted futile frantic radio appeals for help. Some believe the Catastrophe was not an accident and was orchestrated by the Sons of Earth who have bitterly fought machine rule. Others believe it was inevitable. All agree the result was the final and complete destruction of the planet.

2194: Present Day. The Earth is uninhabitable - a mass of arctic storms and unstable ground ripped by frequent violent earthquakes and volcanic activity. StarPorts in orbit around some of the planets and stars have become the life stations of what remains of humanity. The StarPort and the asteroids are your only home - and these have become a war ground, where your odds of survival are grim. Without the Regenabots, humanity would already be extinguished. Gangs of Star Pirates rule the stars - fighting each other, looting old space hulks and mining resources wherever they can be found for trade to improve their star vessels and ensure their survival.

Star Pirate Psychology
Regenabots are central to Star Pirates as the specter of infinite life in wretched conditions is key to the extreme recklessness and daring of the pirates.  As an almost forgotten pre-Starcrash minstrel so eloquently rapped, “Get Rich or Die Tryin”.  But what happens if you cannot die?

Star Pirates know they will be regenerated - and this infinite life causes them not only to take crazy chances but to crave them for the risk of death has been removed, so another set of unending risks is put in their place psychologically.  

Knowing that any injury inflicted is temporary causes a slow slide in morality; if even death cannot leave lasting physical scars any action can be explained away. Seeking out adventure against overwhelming odds gives the chance that - this time - annihilation may be total, that for once the regenabots may fail. Each time the space farer reawakens, that deep-rooted panic of unending drudgery and toil threatens to at last disrupt their fragile and haunted minds.

The abjectly dismal conditions of life contained in a shell continues hour by unrelenting hour to take its toll on the space farer's psyche until at last they are truly...

STAR PIRATES

AI Collective
There are two 'major' divisions within the AIs. Collectivism breaks down when experiences are not immediately shared - delays in data transfer and the need for instant decisions and reactions mean the spontaneous generation or equivalent of divergent pockets of machine consciousness. While these will usually 'catch up' and dissolve into the collective, it is possible that diversions can become too great on the equivalent of machine morality and prerogatives in which case there can be no common meeting.

The further the distance the more probable and great the divergence. Technology using paired particle entanglements allows for near-instantaneous data transfers but even this breaks down if the distances exceed roughly 50 A.U.

Regenabots excel at rebuilding what has been destroyed - and the first question is how their evolving morality lets them draw lines of what can be rebuilt and how. The second question you should think of is 'why would there be a distance greater than 50 A.U. involved?'.

Pay strict attention to the Deep Belt encounters - and you may see a trend of division within those encounters; builders and destroyers of builders.

Another major hint here was previously given with officers, how they are located, how many there are and how they were introduced.  

Why Only Beam Weapons? Why No Missiles?

Missiles/torpedoes: the energy cost to accelerate matter towards any velocity where a projectile is not trivially targetted by beam defense and/or avoided is prohibitive and makes such weapons effectively useless unless the target is very large and with a heavily predictable path (asteroid, moon, planet).

Farcasters are the size of dreadnaughts and use a series of gravity assist units mid-path to move the asteroids, as a result of their own shielding and heavy structure to resist the gravity surges, these are sitting ducks for a counter-attack as they accelerate very slowly due to mass.

There are weapons which use micrometeorites and the equivalent which is seen on SoE units; this technology is highly desired but unavailable and jealously guarded with self-destruct sequences by SoE forces. It is rumored that the technology is well-known to the AI Council but memories of the technology’s use in the Earth destroying Starcrash has meant they are keeping it from humanity. It may be that gravity waves from employing such a device are unavoidably lethal to any human occupants of a vessel employing them.

This means the only weapon suitable in this environment is a beam weapon.

Space vessels do not have instant velocity in Star Pirates nor do they have faster than light drive. Ships in combat will move at speeds roughly 8km / second although it is highly variable. 

Trying to adjust course is not like a fighter plane. You move in a mostly straight line. Scanners can trivially predict your location and beam weapons get there before you do if desired and can easily 'cover' an area with rapid fire. Assuming nothing malfunctions, your ship's weapons WILL hit the other ship and your ship WILL get hit. The only variations are trying to get maximum coverage not to hit.

Weapons which are "fast" on Earth or useful for naval or land combat are "slow" when looking at the vastness of Space. For example, a railgun is a powerful weapon on Earth and is useful for naval fighting also. It is not useful against airships unless the payload is flak. In space, it cannot be effective due to the sheer distances involved.

The historic US Navy has tested a railgun that launched a 7 pound shot to Mach 7. Mach 7 is FAST no doubt - but is it fast enough? In our modern world, space vessels orbiting Earth today (e.g. the space shuttle) do so at 17,000 - 18,000 miles an hour, 7900 m/s. Mach 7 is 2,382.03 m/s. 

The odds of a successful strike with that weapon, considering a tiny deviation on either part will have them be thousands of miles apart rather than collide, are effectively nil.

The combats we envision are approximately 200,000 km apart when combat begins (halfway to the moon). Beam weapons are capable of beginning the fight at that range. Solid projectiles require 1-2 minutes to reach the target and even small amounts of additional energy (beam weapons) will ensure the trajectory is altered meaning it would never hit. 

